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AN IMPORTANT NOTE ON CONSULTATION 

Under normal circumstances, this work would take place after extensive consultation with 
businesses within each destination, with a series of live workshops.  

Covid-19 has meant a different approach. We have used a combination of online discussions and  
online survey. We are now in the consultation phase, offering businesses and interested parties the 
opportunity to comment on the draft recommendations.  

Please remember this is a Draft Document, and subject to change following consultation with 
Scarborough Borough Council, businesses and relevant organisations.  

Please go to click here to add your comments.  

 
This version: 13th October 2020 

  

https://wh1.snapsurveys.com/s.asp?k=160266948424
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1. Introduction 
 
This strategy and destination plan has been commissioned by Scarborough Borough Council (SBC). 
The strategy is an update on the previous (2014-2024) Visitor Economy Strategy for the Borough of 
Scarborough, and was developed during the Covid-19 pandemic. It takes account of the changed 
marketplace, emerging trends and need for businesses to ‘build back better’.  
 
This work offers a strategic direction and practical actions to achieve targets in the years between 
now and 2030 for the whole of the Borough of Scarborough, taking into consideration the different 
needs of key destinations within the Borough.  
 
This plan is intended for use by SBC, businesses and collaborative partners inside and outside the 
Borough of Scarborough.  
 
The main purpose of this work is to increase the value of the visitor economy within the Borough of 
Scarborough, so it benefits more residents and businesses. A collaborative approach is 
recommended, with businesses working alongside SBC to implement activities.  
 
 

2. Strategic principles 
 
The overall aim is to increase the value of tourism and economic benefits of the Borough of  
Scarborough’s visitor economy, to have a positive impact on more businesses and residents, without 
a detrimental impact on the environment or local communities.  
 
This will be achieved by: 
 

 building on the Borough of Scarborough’ existing traditional markets and attracting new, 
aspirational visitors; 

 encouraging visitors to stay longer, whether longer on a day visit or for more nights; 

 increasing exploration of different areas within the Borough of Scarborough; and  

 developing off peak visits. 
 
The 400th anniversary of Scarborough as the first English seaside resort will be a major milestone and 
focus for activity. 
 
The following strategic principles should underpin all future tourism development:  
 
1. Focus on activities to attract more staying visitors to maximise the economic benefits of tourism. 

Help accommodation providers to work with attractions, activity providers, food and drink and 
retail businesses to offer more reasons to visit and stay longer. Increase the length of time each 
visitor stays by showcasing the range of offer including the night-time economy. 
 

2. Be market-led by developing activity to appeal directly to defined target markets, taking account 
of current trends.  
 

3. Build on the area’s traditional markets, and attract new visitors by showcasing the tangible 
distinctiveness of each individual destination. Build on the Borough of Scarborough’s established 
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reputation as a well-known and welcoming destination to create stronger awareness of all areas 
of the Borough.  

 
4. Use a year-round thematic approach to maximise revenue.  
 
5. Support businesses to develop, market themselves, and create new experiences to stay ahead of 

competition and create more distinctive destinations.  
 
6. Work in partnership with businesses, business networks, North York Moors National Park 

(NYMNP), Ryedale District Council, Visit York, Visit Hull and East Yorkshire, Welcome to 
Yorkshire, and relevant industry bodies to maximise impact of activity, avoid duplication and 
save resources.  

 
All activity should be underpinned by a commitment to economic and environmental sustainability,  
and to providing high quality service and visitor welcome.  
 
 

3. Current visitors 
 
According to the latest visitor research report available (The Economic Impact of Tourism on 
Scarborough 2019), 10.24 million trips were taken to the Borough of Scarborough, of which 8.8 
million were day trips.  
 
1.44 million overnight visits were made, accounting for 4.5 million nights spent in the area. £610.5 
million was spent by visitors during their visit to the area. Of this £319.1 million was generated from 
day trips and £291.4 million generated by overnight visits. It is worth noting that although day 
trippers account for the lion’s share of all visits, the lower proportion of staying visitors account for a 
larger share of income generated.  
 
When the multiplier effect is taken into account, £837.1 million was spent in the local area as a 
result of tourism. 47.3% of population employed as a result of tourism in Scarborough Borough. 
 
While these figures are strong, they also highlight the Borough’s reliance on tourism and importance 
of maintaining a strong visitor economy.  
 
Day trippers are an essential factor in the Borough of Scarborough’s success. Additional tourism 
revenue should be developed by encouraging day trippers to visit more attractions, enjoy more 
experiences and activities, to shop more, or spend more on food and drink, particularly by staying 
into the evening.  
 
A key priority for this Plan is to increase* the value of tourism in the Borough of Scarborough, in the 
most sustainable way possible. This will mean increasing the proportion of staying visitors, 
improving year-round occupancy levels, and encouraging visitors to enjoy all areas of the Borough.  
 
*After recovering from Covid -19 and returning to pre-Covid-19 levels.  
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Source: The Economic Impact of Tourism on Scarborough, using Cambridge Model methodology 
Value of Tourism to Borough of Scarborough, including the multiplier effect 
 
Please note: changes in the methodology, quality of data feeding into the Cambridge model and 
changes in the accommodation used in the model mean that it is unwise to make direct comparisons 
between 2015 and 2019 figures. 2019 figures include a more robust sample size from 
accommodation providers on occupancy levels and attraction monitors. 
 
 

4. Targets for future development 
 
The impact of Covid-19 and uncertain future means that setting targets is more difficult than under 
normal circumstances. Between lockdown easing at the beginning of July, and the end of September 
2020, many businesses have experienced a strong demand. At the time of writing, it remains to be 
seen whether this will counteract the losses from earlier in the year, and whether new Covid-19 
restrictions will prevent trading through-out 2020.  
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Anecdotal evidence shows good levels of advance bookings for 2021, particularly during school 
holidays. Some forecasters believe that the ‘staycation’ market will remain strong for the next year 
or more.  
 
Due to the uncertainty caused by Covid-19, it is recommended to set three separate targets: 
 

 To target a return to pre-2020 levels of income by the end of 2022, re-setting to a sense of 
‘normality’. Taking an average of the last three years of available data, this would mean a 
target of £786,556 million per annum. This assumes a relatively ‘normal’ Easter start to the 
2021 Summer Season. If this income level is achieved earlier, then the targets below could 
be brought forward.  

 

 From 2022 to 2025 to set an annual target of a 4% increase in the value of tourism to the 
Borough of Scarborough. 

 

 From 2026 (Scarborough’s 400th anniversary) to 2030 to set an annual target of a 5% 
increase in the value of tourism to the Borough of Scarborough.  
 

This increased value will be achieved through several strands of activity:  
 

 Encouraging day trippers to spend longer in the area, increasing spend on food and drink, 
parking, entertainment, and shopping;  
 

 Attracting more visitors (day visits and overnight stays) off-season (outside school holidays);  
 

 Attracting visitors to stay longer and to enjoy a broader range of activities;  
 

 Encouraging appropriate product development and place-making to attract higher spending 
visitors who want to return and recommend to others.  

 
 

5. The Borough of Scarborough’s tourism product 
 
The Borough of Scarborough covers a large area, encompassing towns and villages along the coast as 
well as the large inland area.  
 
There are effectively three destination clusters within the Borough:  
 

 The towns of Scarborough, Whitby and Filey, which each attract slightly different markets. 
SBC promotes the area under the “Discover Yorkshire Coast” banner, using Scarborough, 
Whitby and Filey as the lead destinations.  

 

 The smaller coastal villages, each with their own loyal visitor base as well as shared visitors.  
 

 Moorland inland villages and countryside. Some visitors (and businesses) associate this area 
more with the North York Moors National Park and Yorkshire Wolds than the Borough of 
Scarborough.  
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Much of the Borough of Scarborough falls within the North York Moors National Park. This selling 
point should not be under-estimated as it helps to differentiate the Borough of Scarborough from 
other coastal destinations.  
 
One of SBC’s key challenges is to raise awareness of the inland area and coastal villages, at the same 
time as maintaining interest in Scarborough, Whitby and Filey.  
 
Covid-19 has led to over-tourism and visitor management challenges in some areas. There’s a need 
to manage visitors so tourism can generate revenue without a detrimental impact on residents. 
Although Covid-19 has meant a boost for ‘staycations’, it is still necessary to promote domestic 
holidays and short breaks as an excellent experience in themselves, not just as a second-best 
alternative to overseas’ trips.  
 
The destination plan at the end of this strategy looks at the selling points for each area, and how 
they can be presented to a changing market.  
 
A thematic marketing approach will help raise awareness of the whole Borough and attract niche 
markets to spread the benefits of the visitor economy.  
 

 
 
There is a need to promote high quality products and services 
 
Review sites and social media mean there is little room in the marketplace for bad quality products. 
Most of the businesses within the Borough of Scarborough offer a welcoming visitor experience. 
However, there will always be some areas and businesses that are in need of updating. Market 
forces will ultimately determine whether or not they survive. Covid-19 is likely to precipitate the 
demise of some businesses.  
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SBC should focus promotion and attention on those businesses that lead the way and contribute to 
positive perceptions of the area.  
 
In recent years there has been in an increase in high quality, distinctive accommodation. Some 
promotional work is needed to highlight the availability of good quality accommodation, and to 
change what may be outdated perceptions of the area, in some markets. 
 
There’s an ongoing need to keep the product fresh, and to develop new products and packages in 
line with market expectations.  

 
 

Accessibility 

There is significant demand for more accessible facilities and for better information about which 
facilities are available to visitors with different needs. Not all businesses are aware of their 
responsibilities in this area so there is a need to signpost to appropriate advice and support.  

It would be helpful to undertake broader access audits in key visitor locations, and to make these 
widely available.  

The Borough of Scarborough’s Corporate Plan 

This Strategy links to several of the priorities within SBC’s Corporate Plan 2020 – 2023:  
 
Better Lives: happy, healthy, active people ; thriving and engaged communities;  a borough where all 
feel safe.   

 
Better Places: a clean, green and attractive environment to be proud of; vibrant town centres, and a  
vibrant culture and heritage offer  

 
Brighter Futures: economic growth that benefits everyone; and a well-connected place 

 
 

6. Place-making and infrastructure improvements 
 
SBC has identified major capital regeneration projects totalling £100 million, many of which could 
have a significant impact on the visitor economy. These include:  
 

 Accessing the Future High Streets fund to make Scarborough town centre more attractive, 
re-greening the area, acquiring empty properties for use by the creative industries, and 
developing a shop window for the museums sector.  

 

 Transformation of West Pier, to create a public piazza, provide new creative and retail 
outlets, and link with the fish landing. 

 

 Taking forward the Futurist site for major capital investment, potentially to create a mixed-
use development. 
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 Possible pedestrianisation in Whitby town centre to ease traffic issues and improve visitor 
flow. 

 

 Work to revitalise Whitby Town Hall and surrounding marketplace, add cultural activity and 
signpost to other attractions. 

 

 The Wild Eyes Nature Trail project, a creative partnership with the Yorkshire Wildlife Trust 
and English Heritage to promote nature tourism using a sculpture trail between Scarborough 
and Whitby (and possibly on to Filey) and QR codes to encourage visitors to stop, look and 
learn about their environment, local wildlife and heritage.  

 

 Investment in high speed free wifi access in Scarborough and use of digital wayfinding, apps  
and gamification to attract more young people and families, to extend the season through 
seasonal themed promotions, and to encourage longer dwell times. 

 

 Ongoing work to develop public toilets, create more green spaces, and cleaner streets. 
 

 Work on the Cinder Track and Forge Valley Board walk in line with the North Yorkshire 
cycling and walking infrastructure plan 

 
Attracting high quality and distinctive accommodation 
 
It is essential to provide good value and high quality accommodation to attract more staying visitors. 
Some staff training and collaborative recruitment programmes may be necessary to service existing 
accommodation.  
 
A more proactive approach is recommended to attract high quality and distinctive accommodation, 
actively opening discussions with independent operators and small chains to attract destination 
hotels that can enhance the Borough of Scarborough’s offering and attract new visitors.  
 
Fundamental improvements 
 
Local pride can be an important catalyst for more visits, both directly and indirectly. Residents need 
to feel proud of their area, in order to want to maintain and improve it, and recommend it to others.  
 
During the development of this strategy, there have been numerous calls for improvements to 
public areas (particularly for Scarborough town centre and sea front). Negative comments were 
made about the litter, dirty streets, seagulls, insufficient public toilets, insufficient parking or park 
and ride facilities. Several also mentioned the need for more year-round mobile home and 
campervan parking. A full review of parking provision would be useful.  
 
It is essential these issues are addressed in order to build higher value tourism to the area. There 
needs to be a stronger Borough-wide focus on ensuring:  
 

 Sufficient and clean public toilets, with appropriate opening hours 

 Good quality bathing water 

 Clean, safe beaches  

 Clean, litter-free, safe streets and public areas 

 Good, reasonably-priced parking provision, good park and ride facilities and public transport 
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 Strong sense of welcome at all entry points, including bus and rail stations. 
 
Transport issues  
 
The Borough of Scarborough’s development is also dependent on external factors, particularly in the 
case of transport infrastructure.  
 
Improvements to the A64 and to the rail services are essential to make the destination more 
accessible and improve the sense of welcome.  
 
Park and ride schemes, good signposting, enhanced information provision at points of entry are all 
essential for visitor management and welcome. SBC is already in the process of adding signage, 
waymarking and creating more visitor information through various apps. This work will provide an 
overall sense of the destination, and help to increase dwell time by signposting to additional 
locations for activities and places to visit.   
 
Over the coming years the demand for cycle paths and safe walking routes for work and leisure is 
likely to continue to grow. North Yorkshire County Council, North York Moors National Park, SBC and 
Sustrans are all working on strategies and plans to enhance provision of these routes.  
 
Businesses can encourage the use of public transport, particularly bus services, by showcasing routes 
near their business and suggesting different ways to explore, such as walking a part of the Cleveland 
Way and returning by bus.  
 
There is growing demand for electric vehicle charging points. Publicity is needed to raise awareness 
of the locations among potential visitors and businesses whose guests might use them.  
 
Employment and skills 
 
The tourism industry has a reputation for low income, poor quality jobs. This may be true among 
some employers, but the employment picture is really more mixed. Over 80% of all the Borough of 
Scarborough’s tourism businesses are small to medium enterprises, mostly independently owned, 
offering their owners a generally good standard of living.  
 
Seasonality of employment has historically been a major issue. Some of the measures described in 
this strategy are designed to overcome seasonality.  
 
Helping young and unemployed people into work will become increasingly important post-Covid. 
Apprenticeships are an excellent way to recruit new entrants to the industry and provide them with 
practical training and experience. Smaller businesses are often not aware of the opportunities 
involved in taking on apprentices and are concerned about the bureaucracy involved. It will be 
important to counteract this in order to develop the range of apprenticeships available.  
 
In addition to improving skills at the lower end of the market, it is important to also be more 
aspirational and drive quality improvements. Some areas have successfully improved the quality of 
their tourism provision by enabling staff and managers to experience high quality service for them-
selves at leading establishments, followed by training and mentoring programmes.  
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There is a need to continue to work with educational establishments to both enhance the reputation 
of the industry and upskill the workforce where necessary, and to help businesses with ongoing 
product development to maintain and improve the quality of the visitor offer.  
 
A culture of excellent visitor care along the ‘coast that cares’  
 
The majority of tourism businesses in the Borough of Scarborough are independently owned and 
run. They can offer a high degree of personal service and are invested in providing an excellent 
visitor experience. This is particularly important to encourage repeat visitors. Visitors make a 
decision to return, after enjoying a strong welcome. The biggest difference between a 4-star and 5-
star TripAdvisor review is that a 5-star review is 4 times more likely to mention a staff member’s 
name. Personal service is very valuable. 
 
Coastal destinations operate within a very competitive environment, within the UK and overseas. 
The Borough of Scarborough needs to differentiate through:  
 

 its product offering 

 sense of place in individual locations and niche marketing 

 quality of the visitor welcome and exceptional service 

 care for the environment. 
 
The Borough of Scarborough has an opportunity to rise above the competition by building on the 
area’s reputation for friendliness and aspiring to be the UK’s most caring destination. This is a 
recommended approach, not a marketing slogan or campaign.  
 
The aim is to develop a destination which offers excellent service, where people with different needs 
are understood and welcomed. This won’t happen immediately but over time will have a positive 
impact on perceptions of the area, and result in more word of mouth recommendations and media 
coverage.   
 
Success will be apparent when the majority of reviews and external reports such as media articles 
mention the high levels of customer care.  
 
In recent years there has been increased understanding of the needs of different markets, as well as 
their power. For example, VisitEngland estimates that people with health conditions & impairments 
and their travelling companions spend around £15.3 billion on trips in England each year. Even 
simple adaptations and training can help businesses access this market.  
 
High levels of customer care don’t just relate to people with particular issues. Understanding and 
appealing to niche markets will have a similarly positive effect. For example, those enjoying active 
outdoor pursuits such as walkers or cyclists are more likely to come and return if businesses 
demonstrate they understand and appeal to their needs.  
 
Staff training to understand the needs of each market will help create an even stronger product 
offering and visitor welcome.  
 
A programme of ‘mystery shopper’ visits would further enhance any training and help to develop 
high standards and more understanding of different visitor needs.  
 
Balancing the needs of residents and visitors 
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During the Summer months Whitby already experiences overcrowding. Covid-19 has led to over-
tourism issues along the coast and in other inland beauty spots. Visitor management is essential in 
order to balance the needs of residents and visitors.  
 
A variety of measures are needed:  
 

 Work to spread the load of visitors so more areas benefit from their economic power, and to 
reduce overcrowding in particular areas. Focusing on the sense of place for each of the 
destinations will help to showcase options.  

 

 Work to smooth out the peaks and troughs of demand. While it’s natural that many families 
will want to visit during the main summer months, there is an opportunity to attract visitors 
outside peak times too. 

 

 Use PR and social media to highlight less visited areas, suggest uncrowded beaches, 
promote areas where there is more capacity to welcome visitors.  

 

 Use appropriate signage, apps and public service messages in real time to deter visitors from 
areas that are already overcrowded.  

 
Care for the environment 
 
SBC has declared a climate change emergency and has pledged to become carbon neutral by 2030. 
It’s essential to work with the tourism industry and visitors to achieve this aspiration. Businesses 
need to be made more aware of what they can do to help.  
 
Through previous activities such as the NYMNP’s Coastal Communities Funded projects, businesses 
have already shown they are interested in opportunities to learn more about the local environment, 
to participate in schemes such as the Two Minute Beach Clean, and to gain knowledge about nature 
and wildlife to pass on to visitors.  
 
There are further opportunities to work with businesses to convey appropriate messages to visitors, 
such as encouraging car-free travel whenever possible, and raising awareness of electric vehicle 
charging points, or identifying conservation projects that visitors can get involved in, either 
physically or financially. 
 
 

7. Trends in tourism  
 
This strategy and destination plan has been developed within the context of current trends. Even 
before Covid-19, the tourism marketplace had undergone some significant changes. This strategy is 
written with these in mind, together with other trends which emerged during the pandemic.  
 

 The impact of the ‘Long Tail’* has become more apparent, with opportunities to increase 
revenue by marketing to a larger number of niche markets, particularly via the internet and 
social media. This means that an area like the Borough of Scarborough, with a wide variety 
of destinations and attractions no longer needs to rely on large budget, mass marketing. It 
can play to each of its many strengths, using digital marketing to appeal to a broader range 
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of niche markets, spreading the benefits of tourism to multiple destinations and more 
businesses.  
 
* Chris Anderson described the ‘Long Tail’ in his book of the same name in 2014. Thanks to 
the internet, significant income can be generated by selling low volumes of niche products, 
which may even equal the income from selling large volumes of a limited number of more 
popular items.  

 

 Increased awareness of the environment, concerns about climate change and consideration 
of the impact of visitors on local areas. This issue became particularly prevalent both during 
and immediately after lockdown. Before Covid-19 mindful consumption was an emerging 
theme and is likely to continue to motivate some visitors.  
 

 Increased interest in local distinctiveness, which can be harnessed to slow down visitors, 
encourage them to explore each place in more detail and to stay longer, being more mindful 
of their impact on the host community. Again, Covid-19 enhanced this interest.  

 

 Visitors are increasingly looking for more meaningful experiences, opportunities to learn 
something different and get under the skin of a destination. Experiences are a good way to 
differentiate one destination from another, provide unique selling points and increase visitor 
spend. There is growing interest in ‘productive’ experiences, where visitors have an 
opportunity to create something they can take home with them, or to leave behind 
something more tangible such as tree planting.  

 

 There is a decline in deference and loss of status for ‘official’ channels, official guidebooks 
and information in favour of peer-peer recommendations and user-generated online 
content. “Passionate persuaders” are members of the public, influencers, people with a 
special interest of love of their area, and can have a significant impact on decisions to visit. 
They take on an unpaid tourism marketing role, whether knowingly or unwittingly.  

 

 Authenticity is important. In a world full of homogenised high streets and mass production, 
visitors enjoy feeling more in touch with a destination, meeting real people and getting 
better insights into the places they visit. They need help to find and uncover these elements.  

 

 Increased interest in well-being tourism (sometimes called ‘wellness’), mindfulness, 
opportunities to step back from the world and refresh through nature. Covid has meant that 
spas, gyms and therapy centres have had to close for an extended period. It’s to be expected 
that there will be some pent-up demand for spa treatments etc, but possible that during a 
recession they will be seen as an indulgent expense.  

 

 Increased interest in outdoor challenges and active short breaks, often in small social 
groups. There has been a significant increase in participation levels in extreme events such 
as triathlons. 
 

 Major trend toward online bookings, particularly using agents like Booking.com. 
Accommodation partners struggle with issues such as ‘brand-hijacking’ and ‘rate parity’ 
caused by the large online travel agents. There is also a trend toward more last-minute 
bookings. 
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 Nostalgia has become a powerful source of tourism bookings. It seems that in a recession or 
Covid-19 uncertainty when the future may feel too daunting, many enjoy the physical 
connection to the past and recreating previous happy memories. Familiar destinations can 
feel like a comfort blanket, drawing visitors back again and again in search of security and 
happy memories. This is an excellent opportunity for traditional resorts. It is important to 
note that nostalgia isn’t about being old fashioned, nor is its appeal restricted to older 
people wanting to re-create their youth. Millennials and the Instagram generation are 
attracted to places they see as ‘quirky’ or ‘retro’ for photo opportunities. No-one expects 
the destination to be stuck in time (they expect upgraded facilities, food etc) – the appeal is 
more the opportunity to create more happy memories or to experience comforting and 
familiar destinations that might hark back to more certain times.  
 

 Changes in the market for tourism: the likelihood of a UK recession obviously leads to 
concerns about the demand for tourism products. While tourism will be affected, leisure 
spending is often the last budget to be cut, even if it means relying on credit cards. The 
growing elderly population has an increased expectation that they will continue to travel 
and enjoy leisure time more actively than previous generations.  Younger generations are 
still motived by collecting experiences and being able to post about them on social media. 
 

 Tourism is no longer seen simply as a chance to relax, but also to enjoy experiences and 
create memories.  
 

 Accommodation demands are changing. There is a move toward more contemporary 
accommodation, often quirky (particularly for glamping options) and distinctive. While 
quality bed and breakfasts still do well, those at the bottom end of the market are 
struggling. There is an increase in pubs and restaurants with rooms. Self-catering 
accommodation was already popular, and demand has grown during Covid-19, particularly 
for properties where families can meet, and with good social spaces. During Covid-19 there 
has been increased demand for camping and campervans. It’s not yet known whether this 
trend will continue, but recent years had already shown increased interest in holidays by 
motorhome and campervans.  

 
Develop and promote a strong sense of place 
 
Visitors increasing want to enjoy destinations that feel different to their home environment. They 
seek out places that feel more distinctive and those that will stand out in their memory. They want 
to feel they can discover and enjoy something different. This has become more important as many 
High Streets have become homogenous with the same chains and familiar businesses.  
 
It is essential to maintain and develop the sense of place in each of the borough’s destinations, to 
preserve authenticity, and appeal to a broader range of visitors. Those who enjoy local 
distinctiveness also value experiences, local food, independent businesses, and interesting things to 
do. They tend to be higher spending visitors who appreciate the quality of their environment.  
 
Sense of place encompasses different aspects. When combined, these elements help define what 
makes one place special and different to others. They include:  
 

 History, local stories and customs 

 Natural features such as landscapes and geology 

 Manmade features such as building styles and attractions  
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 Local food, drink, produce, arts and crafts 
 
Each of these elements feeds into the thematic approach.   

 
 

8. Impact of Brexit 
 
Brexit is likely to have a significant impact on the tourism industry. There are already concerns in 
European markets about how easy it will be to travel to the UK, and the welcome they will receive. 
Concerns within the UK tourism industry relate to readily available staff (the industry relies heavily 
on temporary staff from within Europe, particularly in peak season), exchange rates, and reduced 
business travel.  
 
VisitBritain continues to undertake research looking at the perceptions of Britain in the marketplace, 
and to brief the industry on Brexit-related issues.  
 

 
9. Opportunities for product development 
 
Using the trends outlined above, there is scope to develop new products and experiences to 
generate additional revenue and help to extend the season:  
 

 Opportunities to enjoy a deeper understanding of the coast and countryside, meet local 
people, and learn new skills. The strength of this developing market is demonstrated by the 
investment made by companies such as Airbnb in their Experiences brand 

 

 Collaborations, especially between accommodation and activities, or between self-catering 
accommodation providers and food and drink producers and outlets, making it easier for 
visitors to find enjoyable ways to spend more time in the area 

 

 Different ways to experience the area e.g. augmented reality, audio trails, local guides 
 

 Work with the North York Moors National Park to exploit the increased interest in nature 
tourism, the environment and outdoor activities 

 

 Make it easier for visitors to sample activities, for example with ‘walk there, train/bus back’ 
arrangements so they can sample parts of the Cleveland Way, and perhaps return to enjoy 
more another time.  

 

 Make it easier for visitors to enjoy wellbeing experiences, or those that are good for mind, 
body and spirit. These are often available via smaller scale operators that visitors may 
struggle to find without third party sites 

 

 Opportunities for multi-generational family gatherings and celebrations 

 
 

10. Target markets 
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The area benefits from a significant proportion of repeat visitors, with good propensity to 
recommend to others. Visit England has identified five segments for domestic visitors:  
 

1. Country-loving traditionalists  
2. Fun in the sun  
3. Fuss-free value seekers 
4. Free and easy mini breakers 
5. Aspirational family fun 

 
All of these markets are relevant to the Borough of Scarborough. The first three are already 
significant and correspond to current markets. ‘Free and easy mini breakers’ and ‘Aspirational family 
fun’ are more aspirational and relate more to the newer markets that the Borough of Scarborough 
now aims to attract.  
 
During the development of this work, there was widespread agreement that the area’s traditional 
visitors are, and will remain important. They must always be made to feel welcome. However, there 
was also agreement that the area needs to continue to develop and improve and to become more 
aspirational, seeking to attract more mini-breakers and a higher-spending family market too.  
 
In addition to the Visit England segmentation descriptions, it is useful to consider the mindset and 
motivations of visitors to create more targeted marketing messages and give stronger reasons to 
visit.  
 
The following motivations for visits to the Borough of Scarborough should be used as a basis for 
marketing activity:  
 

 Spending time together and exploring together – younger families on the coast during the 
summer months, multigenerational family groups in all areas during the shoulder season, 
often for landmark life events such as birthdays and anniversaries 
 

 Retreat from the bustle of the everyday world to somewhere gentler and calmer, to feel 
better and more refreshed – particularly relevant to inland areas, and quieter coastal resorts  
 

 Interest in a particular theme (see below)  
 

 Purpose-driven – to visit an event or see a key attraction 
 
Families are already a very important market, particularly for coastal destinations. Multi-
generational family gatherings are showing excellent growth.  
 
Few destinations have whole-heartedly grasped the opportunity to position themselves as leading 
family-friendly resorts, offering a high-quality experience. When attractions and destinations 
promote themselves as ‘family friendly’ they focus mainly on children.  
 
There’s an opportunity for SBC to position the coast (and inland to a lesser degree) as the family 
friendly destination, an area that really appeals to all three generations. This appeal would build on 
existing nostalgia and the increased desire to enjoy family time together.  
 
Most day visitors will come from around 1.5 hour’s drive, and staying visitors from within 3 hours’ 
drive. The traditional markets for the Borough of Scarborough have been from within Yorkshire, 

https://www.visitbritain.org/sites/default/files/vb-corporate/Documents-Library/documents/England-documents/project_lion_-_overview_-_for_website.pdf
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particularly South and West Yorkshire and the North East. Businesses have started to notice an 
increase in visitors from London and the South East.  
 
Business tourism and events 
 
Business tourism and events are responsible for 4% of all trips, 3% of all nights, and 9% of visitor 
spend. Covid-19 has had a severe impact on business tourism, which will take longer to bounce back 
than leisure tourism. In the future, event organisers may be more likely to want to plan events with 
more space, and be more willing to consider coastal and rural locations.  
 
The Borough of Scarborough has an excellent selection of interesting venues for conferences and 
events, led by Scarborough Spa. While it can be difficult to target individual business travellers, 
further work to raise the profile of the conference venues is likely to be more successful. A more 
focused regional approach may be most cost-effective, working with Welcome to Yorkshire and 
other destinations, although Welcome to Yorkshire does not currently have any specific business 
tourism activity.  
 
International visitors 
 
Covid-19 has meant that the international market is paused, and industry forecasters predict it will 
take up to 2 years to return to pre-Covid levels. With this in mind, it is recommended that the bulk of 
marketing activity should focus on domestic visitors. Once the market starts to return, overseas 
marketing is likely to be most cost-effective when undertaken in conjunction with Visit York, as it has 
such a strong international appeal, and VisitBritain. The England’s Coast project was one of the most 
successful and productive Discover England Funded activities and assuming additional funding is 
forthcoming, makes a good partner for more international marketing.  
 
It should be noted that the North York Moors National Park is undertaking some overseas marketing 
with VisitBritain, funded by its Section 106 agreement for the Woodsmith Mine development. 
NYMNP has taken an environment-focused decision to only focus on no-fly markets such as Dutch 
and German visitors.  
 
Group and travel trade visitors 
 
Scarborough is fortunate to have some strong attractions and excellent accommodation stock which 
is suitable for groups. Once domestic group travel resumes, it will be important to update 
information for the travel trade and group travel organisers to include details of parking 
arrangements, guides, itinerary suggestions, capacities and details of attractions and group 
accommodation, and to take account of the special interest markets. Exhibitions and PR activity for 
the specialist press are the best way to target this market.  
 
Several tour operators already operate in the Borough of Scarborough, offering an opportunity to 
develop car-free travel between centres such as York. These services are particularly important for 
first-time visitors.  
 
There are a number of businesses within the North York Moors National Park and in Ryedale which 
are interested in promoting to the travel trade and group travel organisers. It would be useful for 
SBC to lead any group travel promotional activity as there is more suitable accommodation stock 
within Scarborough’s coastal towns for groups than in any other local area.  
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Matching markets, products and messages 
 
In order to attract each of these market segments and motivations, tailored messages are necessary. 
It’s important to include tangible examples of how individual destinations can appeal to these 
markets by showcasing activities and attractions that will appeal to each segment.  
 
It would be useful to map products (attractions, activity etc) that appeal to each of these markets, 
and to create an annual calendar of promotional messages. If a quarterly list of messages and 
themes is made available to businesses, they will be able to piggyback on SBC’s promotional power, 
adding their own product examples to amplify marketing activities.  
 
North York Moors National Park and Ryedale District Council share some of these market segments, 
themes and activities. It would be useful to identify areas for collaboration and to agree a lead 
organisation for specific markets, to make better use of promotional budgets and develop more in-
depth market knowledge.  
 
 

10. Promotional themes  
 
With so many different attributes and destinations to attract visitors, a themed approach will help to 
spread the benefits of tourism across the Borough, attract a range of different visitor markets, and 
increase year-round tourism. The themes can also be used to create more ‘hooks’ for social media 
and PR activities. They can attract first-time visitors who want to pursue a special interest but who 
might not otherwise have considered visiting the Borough.  
 
Long tail marketing means that it’s now easier to target to a broader range of niches. Once 
attracted, many of these niches will then become ambassadors through word of mouth and social 
media peer-peer promotion.  
 
Work is needed to pull together more information on each of these suggested topics, making it 
easier for visitors to pursue their interest, bringing together attractions, activities and 
accommodation. Promotional activities can be stretched throughout the year, with SBC acting as a 
catalyst for some of these.  
 
Some themes will generate direct business, whereas others have a stronger promotional role and 
will generate media coverage and act as inspiration for further research.  
 
Family Fun and Gatherings                  
 
As discussed above, this is a prime motivation for trips to the area, with scope for further 
development as a more overt promotional theme. SBC could capitalise on this market by benefiting 
from the nostalgic memories of older generations who would enjoy bringing their grandchildren to 
visit, in addition to the usual focus on children.  
 
Smugglers and Explorers 
 
Several destinations within the borough are already associated with smugglers (particularly Robin 
Hood’s Bay) and explorers (especially Captain Cook connections in Staithes and Whitby) so it will be 
relatively easy to enhance this theme and broaden appeal.  
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It could feature the wrecks buried out at sea, opportunities to find fossils, explore the coastline by 
boat, walking tours, and ways to discover lesser known locations and the stories of less known 
explorers such as Captain Constantine John Phipps.  
 
Outdoor activities 
 
An increasing number of visitors come to enjoy outdoor activities along the coast, such as paddle 
boarding, surfing, fossil-hunting, and wildlife watching. A growing number of businesses are also 
starting to offer unusual outdoor activities, such as spending a day at a sheep sanctuary or axe 
throwing. Many of these activities are offered by small owner operated businesses with limited 
marketing budgets so it can be hard for them to reach the markets who are interested in these 
activities.  
 
The North York Moors National Park has recently started some work to enhance product 
development, so it may be possible for SBC businesses to also benefit from this activity.  
 
Health and well-being 
 
This is an important theme as it builds on Scarborough’s heritage as a spa town, links to current 
trends and to other themes such as outdoor activities, and appreciation of wildlife and nature. This 
theme could appeal to local and regional visitors out of season as well.  
 
Walking and cycling 
 
The majority of visitors spend at least some of their time walking and enjoying the views and scenery 
of the coast and moorland.  
 
Several long-distance routes go through, and end within the Borough of Scarborough including the 
Cleveland Way National Trail/English Coast Path, Coast to Coast, North Sea Trail, Lyke Wake Walk, 
St. Hilda’s Way, Moor to Sea Cycle Network, and the North York Moors Cycleway. Walkers are 
already a strong market for the area, but not necessarily welcomed by all tourism businesses due to 
the perception of lower spend and high proportion of one-night accommodation stays. SBC should 
make much more of walkers’ arrival and resting time by specifically promoting  the end of long 
distance routes, combining them with ‘treat’ and comfort activities such as spas and complementary 
treatments or celebratory meals.  
 
Some walkers will prefer shorter round walks, and want well-signed routes with good information 
about places to stop for a meal or to shop. Where walks and routes already exist, work should focus 
on ensuring they are well represented on partners’ websites and encouraging accommodation 
providers to feature local walks. Key partners for walking tourism will include the North York Moors 
National Park, and the National Trails Officer. 
 
Cycling and mountain biking are already a strong theme with numerous providers and known 
locations. It would be useful to partner with the North York Moors National Park on cycling and 
mountain biking since they have done so much work in this area, most recently working on a cycling-
friendly scheme, charter, and development of new routes. Some Scarborough businesses already 
participate in this and there is scope for further inclusion, particularly as there is no membership fee.  
 
Promotional work will also involve Welcome to Yorkshire. Work on this theme may take the form of 
more networking, support for businesses to co-promote and partner with other agencies and groups 
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working to develop cycling tourism. Product development and marketing work might focus more on 
e-bikes to broaden the market for cycling tourism, as e-bike use is growing.  
 
Nature and wildlife tourism  
 
Given some of the external trends discussed at the beginning of this report, this theme looks set to 
grow in importance. It can also encompass dark skies and nature photography, a strong niche.  
 
It’s important to make this theme accessible by identifying operators who can bring it alive to people 
who might not be used to visiting the countryside, and to create more nature experiences. Some of 
these might also be retreat-oriented. There appears to be a growing market for residential wildlife 
tourism, which could be a useful trigger for out of season visits.  
 
Sport tourism 
 
In addition to walking, cycling and other outdoor activities, there’s an opportunity to further raise 
the profile of the area as an excellent place to come to watch and enjoy high quality sport ranging 
from motor-cycle racing at Oliver’s Mount to yachting in Filey Bay, rowing in Whitby Regatta, and 
watching cricket at Scarborough Cricket Club. 
 
Food & Drink  
 
Food and drink are an important theme, and a good way to encourage additional spend. Almost 
every destination now proudly promotes its food and drink offering, so it’s essential to find ways to 
stand out. The Yorkshire coast is well-known for its fish and chip shops, which attract many visitors.  
 
It would be good to capitalise on the good reputation of Yorkshire fish and chips, to strengthen the 
SeaFood Coast promotional activity, and to build on and extend Whitby’s Fish and Ships Festival. 
There’s an ongoing need for training for tourism and hospitality businesses and activity to raise the 
profile of more sustainable fishing, and how to use local fish and shell-food.  
 
While visitors can simply google to find places to eat, those with more interest in how food is 
produced and in higher quality experiences welcome more in-depth information. The Taste of the 
North York Moors project highlights some of the best quality food producers and restaurants. 
There’s an opportunity for SBC to collaborate with North York Moors National Park on this.  
 
There is strong interest in food-related experiences, with an opportunity to demonstrate stronger 
links between food producers, places to enjoy local produce and opportunities to learn more.  
 
Culture and Creativity 
 
There appears to be a high concentration of artists and makers living in the Borough of Scarborough, 
particularly those who are inspired by the coast.  
 
Culture and creativity are a good theme to use:  
 

 to help reposition the Borough of Scarborough to a new audience, showcasing the area 
through the eyes of visitors 

 to attract visitors who are interested in watching artists and makers at work, and buying 
from them 
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 and to attract out of season visitors who want to enjoy participative crafting, art and writing 
breaks.  
 

Most promotion of arts and culture focus on visits to galleries or opportunities to buy art and craft. 
For example, SBC could use this strength in different ways such as:  
 

 More use of strong, large scale visual displays created on the beaches by land artists  

 Build on the nostalgia theme (see destination plan) and create railway poster style 
promotions for the area 

 
The proposed Scarborough Fayre project would be a good way to draw together numerous cultural 
themes, build on some of the area’s strengths, create more events and use culture to attract more 
visitors. The Scarborough Fayre project could also help to attract more out of season visits and 
showcase some less obvious aspects of the area’s cultural offering, such as live music in pubs and 
smaller venues.  
 
History and Heritage 
 
The Borough of Scarborough has a strong history and heritage product offering but isn’t as well-
known as it might be. More overt promotion showcasing the area’s history and heritage is needed, 
particularly during the shoulder months (where appropriate, if attractions are open). Additional 
aspects could include maritime history, architecture, and local traditions.  
 
The 400th anniversary of Scarborough as the ‘first resort’ in 2026 will provide an added impetus for a 
historical angle. This could be further enhanced by using heritage and history as a theme that runs 
alongside other themes, for example guided and self-guided history walks.   
 
Some of the Borough of Scarborough’s history and heritage is known but there is little visible 
physical historic evidence, such as smuggling history in Robin Hood’s Bay. It will be important to 
continue to bring heritage ‘alive’ through the use of self-guided trail leaflets, way-marking, small 
group tours, and apps.  
 
Screen, Stage and Literary Tourism  
 
Visitors enjoy seeing places that have featured in or acted as settings in films and television 
programmes, or had an influence on writers. The impact of screen tourism can last for decades after 
the first appearance. Scarborough needs to capitalise more on the reputation of Stephen Joseph 
Theatre and Alan Ayckbourn. 
 
Heritage Railways 
 
The Borough has several railways including the North Yorkshire Moors Railway, Esk Valley, North Bay 
Heritage Railway, and Ruswarp Miniature Railway. Railways may be a niche activity, but these 
journeys are very popular.  
 
Planning themed product development and promotional activity 
 
Given the range of destinations and promotional themes covered by the Borough of Scarborough, a 
rolling programme of activity is recommended. This will mean focusing on destinations and themes 
in rotation, giving them prominence within the website, in PR activities and on social media. The 
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rotation could be weekly or monthly. It would be useful to make the promotional calendar available 
to all businesses, so they can build on the themes and suggested hashtags to amplify the marketing 
activity and angle it for their own businesses.  
 
It may be necessary to commission more photography and filming to reflect each of the theme 
angles, and to make these available to businesses as part of a copyright-free image library.  
 
Use of technology 
 
While it’s not a promotional theme in itself, it’s worth adding that technology may significantly 
enhance and highlight tourism products, and make them attractive to newer and younger visitors. 
Mapping and directional applications can help visitors to find new things to do, spread visits and 
increase dwell time. Virtual and augmented reality can help visitors appreciate nature or heritage 
stories associated with the area.  
 
The Wild Eyes project is a good example of how heritage and culture can be used to encourage 
visitors to explore more, enjoy walking between destinations and then use technology to find out 
more such as whale watching. Applications such as the Dinosaur Trail in Peasholm Park can help 
animate the park and make it more accessible to younger visitors, bringing it alive. Different themed 
activity using apps and trails will help to extend the season and demonstrate different ways to enjoy 
the area.  
 
 

11. Events and Festivals 
 
Under normal circumstances, a huge variety of events and festivals take place in the area, ranging 
from small local events such as music in pubs and agricultural shows, to major concerts and cultural 
events, and sporting challenges. They are already used to good effect to attract visitors to stay 
longer and visit out of season. 
 
The Open Air Theatre has been instrumental in changing perceptions of the area, and attracting new 
visitors. Some of these newer visitors will return to enjoy other aspects of the area. A significant 
proportion of visitors to the Open Air Theatre will stay overnight, further increasing revenue. It may 
be possible to use Scarborough’s reputation for putting on high quality events at the Open Air 
Theatre to develop stronger programmes in other venues.  
 
Events are a very useful way to extend the season (Whitby has been particularly successful in this), 
and to showcase different aspects of the area. Destinations such as Durham have been able to draw 
in many new visitors during the winter months, thanks to their high profile Lumiere event. SBC’s 
events budget appears to be relatively low, compared to some other destinations, yet events can 
make a major contribution to both product development and marketing the area. There is a need for 
a more detailed events strategy to identify year-round events that have the power to attract visitors 
and increase tourism revenue, as well as animating the destination for the benefit of residents and 
visitors.  
 
Some accommodation providers say they would like to make better use of events in their own 
marketing, so it would be helpful to create a word document covering all future events, which can 
be distributed to accommodation providers to use in their promotional efforts.  
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It may be useful to consider the proposed themes to determine if there are opportunities to develop 
new themed events. These could be small to medium, targeting niche markets and special interest 
groups.  
 
During the consultation for this strategy, suggestions were made for more nostalgic events and 
those focusing on particular time periods such as the Sixties.  
 
The Yorkshire Coast Bid is proposing a series of outdoor events called The Odyssey, to include giant 
artworks, film, animation and illuminations which will span the coastline from Spurn Point to 
Staithes with 50 live events over 3 years.  
 
 

12.  Tackling seasonality 

While most destinations enjoy a buoyant summer season, there is plenty of unsold capacity during 
other times of the year. Many businesses experience peaks in demand during school holidays with 
troughs in demand at other times.  

One of the issues in some of the smaller destinations is that many cafes, restaurants and attractions 
close for the Winter as they don’t believe there is sufficient business to sustain them. This can have a 
knock-on effect to accommodation providers who can sell their accommodation but report that 
visitors say they want to find places to visit, eat and drink.  

While it’s unrealistic to expect those businesses to take a major gamble to open all year round, they 
might be encouraged to extend the season by opening initially for just a few weeks longer or earlier 
if they can be supported by strong collaborative marketing. This approach may work particularly well 
in 2020, given the pent-up demand for leisure visits, post-lockdown.  

Events have been used successfully to attract visitors during the shoulder seasons, and there’s scope 
to build the events programme, using more themed activity, to build off peak visits. 

More activity is needed to highlight activities that are particularly enjoyable out of season, such as 
photographing some of the winter sunsets, star-gazing, enjoying music in a cosy pub.  

Many accommodation owners comment on the lack of indoor attractions which are open during the 
Winter months. Visitors are interested in visiting off-peak but want more all-weather facilities.  

A good library of enticing and attractive out-of-season photography will help businesses to promote 
the area year round.  

The use of themed activity and a calendar of collaborative marketing activity can help to extend the 
season by offering different reasons for visits, targeting different target markets.  

The North York Moors Tourism Network has just started work on Project Thrive, an element of 
which takes businesses step by step through a process to increase out of season revenue. It may be 
possible to extend this activity to businesses in the Borough of Scarborough who are outside the 
National Park.  

 

13. Collaborations and partnerships 
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SBC already works in partnership with local businesses, North York Moors National Park Authority, 
Ryedale District Council, North Yorkshire County Council, East Riding of Yorkshire Council, Visit York, 
Visit Hull and East Yorkshire, and Welcome to Yorkshire. Collaborations with English Heritage, the 
National Trust and other conservation and business organisations will be invaluable.   
 
Some of the promotional themes and markets are shared by other organisations so an important 
next step will be to agree areas of overlap and to determine who should lead on particular activities. 
This will play to each organisations’ strengths and make the best use of all available resources.  
 

14.Business support 
 
As identified earlier in this strategy, tourism businesses can help to amplify marketing messages for 
their benefit. Some will need support to develop new products, packages and experiences.  
 
Ongoing business engagement will be necessary, to develop content for the website, social media 
and PR activity.  
 
It would also be helpful to:  
 

 Provide summaries of market research and intelligence, particularly highlighting market 
trends and how to cater for changing market needs 

 

 Bring together businesses (where existing clusters and networks don’t exist) to work on 
particular themes or destination issues 

 

 Offer support and guidance to local business organisations to help them use the 
promotional themes and create welcoming environments for visitors 

 

 Provide relevant imagery, films, copy, itineraries and themed information for business use  
 

 Signpost to advice, funding and support where appropriate 
 

Destination Plans 

The Borough of Scarborough encompasses many different destinations. In order to generate 
revenue for businesses across the Borough, it’s important to identify key selling points for each 
location and to find ways to make sure they’re distinctive.  

Scarborough 

Scarborough’s long-standing reputation as a visitor destination is a double edged sword. For many 
it’s a familiar, much-loved destination they return to again and again. For others, it’s a traditional 
destination that they once visited before flying off to more exotic locations. The challenge is to 
refresh perceptions of Scarborough and encourage new visitors to discover it.  
 
Scarborough is one of the UK’s best known traditional destinations. Perceptions may not always 
reflect the reality of today’s Scarborough. It commands great loyalty, and has a place in the hearts 
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and memories of much of Yorkshire’s population, particularly from their childhood. These memories 
are an unexploited opportunity.  

Scarborough is a traditional destination, which could be a strong selling point so long as ‘traditional’ 
isn’t taken to mean ‘old-fashioned’. One of the challenges in marketing Scarborough is that it’s a 
very long-established resort, so can suffer from ‘always there’ syndrome: a place to be visited one 
day, but not at the forefront of the mind. Over time, as fashions have changed, Scarborough has 
been considered a second-best to alternative and more exotic locations.  

One of the results of Covid changing mindsets has been the sense that many people want to feel 
more secure and reassured, with a strong nostalgic pull to destinations they already know.  

Scarborough is not only well placed to benefit from this, but to capitalise on a collective pleasant 
memory of the town.  

There are some interesting points in Scarborough’s history, that can be used in future promotional 
activity:  
 

 It can claim to be the original seaside resort, growing in popularity since Mrs. Farrar 
discovered the ‘medicinal’ properties of the water in 1626 
 

 It’s considered the birth place of the postcard, since the first commercial privately published 
postcard in 1894 was of Scarborough’s North Bay by ETW Dennis 
 

 Scarborough still has some of the original Victorian bathing machines, and was the focus for 
railway posters in the 1930s. 

 
In 2026 it will be 400 years since Mrs. Farrar first encouraged people to take the waters in 
Scarborough, offering an excellent anniversary and event opportunity, as well as a useful target by 
which to reposition and strengthen Scarborough’s profile. 
 
With the trend toward nostalgia, its history as England’s original resort, as well as its family focus, 
Scarborough can reposition itself as ‘The First Resort’ or ‘Delighting Visitors for 400 Years’.  
 
It would be good to work with local artists both to use vintage railway-style posters to exploit the 
sense of nostalgia and to create new ways to promote the simple pleasures that are sometimes 
missing in modern life, such as:  
 

 A walk around Peasholm Park, the Italianate gardens or the Spa 

 Sand castle competitions 

 Putting the letters into rock 

 Crabbing and enjoying a short fishing trip or boat trip 

 Trying your luck in an amusement arcade or discover the Scarborough Fair Collection 

 Listening to a band playing on the band stand 

 Trip to the theatre, gallery or museum (need to make visitors more aware of indoor-
attractions) 

 Capture the Castle, get wet at Alpamare, or enjoy SeaLife  
 
Images could show grandparents introducing their grandchildren to these simple delights. 
Scarborough is well-positioned to lead the way in appealing to multi-generational families.   
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A postcard campaign could be very effective, as it reinforces part of Scarborough’s story with the 
promotional message: “Plenty to write home about”. Postcards have become a novelty and tend to 
remain on fridge doors or pinboards for a long time, adding promotional value.  
 
There will also be scope for themed promotions, using other angles, for example:  
 

 Reinforce Scarborough’s history by developing architectural treasure tours 

 Give Scarborough’s maritime heritage and the dinosaur coast a twist with augmented reality 
and audio tools and more promotion of indoor attractions such as the Scarborough 
Maritime Heritage Centre and the Rotunda 

 Build on Scarborough’s artistic, dramatic and literary connections, particularly during the 
shoulder months 

 Combine the spa with other entertainments to create wellness and ‘treat yourself’ packages  
 
Recent developments such as the Bike & Boot Inn in Scarborough may also act as a catalyst for 
further business renewal, and show the opportunity to attract those interested in outdoor activities 
and who also appreciate an enhanced level of comfort.  
 
Scarborough also has strong sporting connections including Oliver’s Mount motorbike racing, golf 
and the Scarborough Cricket Club, and cycling.   
 
It is important to recognise that visitors will always be principally drawn to the seafront and 
Scarborough’s attractions rather than the town centre, unless significant changes are made to the 
town centre so it is truly distinctive.   
 
The run up to 2026 should provide Scarborough with a very strong focus for improvements to the 
public realm and to plan a programme of celebratory events to maximise the PR potential of the 400 
year anniversary. 
 
Whitby 
 
Whitby is good example of a destination that already benefits from long tail marketing, as it attracts 
a range of slightly different markets, who are each drawn by one theme or attraction, but then enjoy 
others. These attributes and the extensive events calendar have helped it to extend the season.  
 
Whitby’s key selling points include:   
 

 Whitby Abbey, St. Mary’s Church, the 199 Steps, St. Hilda’s story, and ecclesiastic history 
 

 Captain Cook connections, Captain Cook Memorial Museum, HM Bank Endeavour replica 
ship, Captain Cook Statue and exhibits in Whitby Museum 

 

 The Explorer’s theme can be enjoyed through the museums, boat cruises, old Whitby 
Lifeboat ‘Mary Ann Hepworth’,  the Whale Arch, sea fishing with Whitby Charter Skippers 
Association anglers whale watching and dolphin spotting on boat trips, and fossil hunting 
nearby. 

 

 Dracula and Bram Stoker’s stay in Whitby,  Goth Weekends in April and October, The Whitby 
Vampire Curse Treasure Trail, Steampunk weekends, and extensive events programme.  
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 Music is a strong theme for Whitby with festivals including Whitby Blues, Rhythm & Rock, 
Musicport, Normafest Folk, as well as many bars and music venues 

 

 Many independent shops, cafes and pubs within a historic and attractive setting 
 
Whitby’s other claims to fame include Fortune Kippers, Whitby Jet, and famous fish and chip shops, 
all of which can be used within other themed activity.  
 
Filey  
 
Filey’s charms are more sedate and gentle, compared to Scarborough, appealing to a slightly 
different market. The award-winning long clean, sandy beach is a prized asset, attracting many 
visitors. The Coble Landing and boats, Edwardian architecture and small Filey Museum add to Filey’s 
appeal.  
 
Filey is proud of its independent shops and growing choice of places to eat. There is an opportunity 
to make more of the shoulders month by promoting Filey’s growing music scene.  
 
Outdoor activities and nature are an important draw including Filey Brigg, the Bird Observatory, Filey 
Dams nature reserve, Bird Garden and Animal Park, as well as Minke Whale sightings and migratory 
birds arriving and leaving on the Brigg. The recently discovered remains of the Bonhomme Richard 
provide added interest.  
 
Filey lacks indoor attractions, so needs more events such as the Kite Festival and Fishtive Tree to 
help extend the season. There is also an opportunity to make more of the end of the Cleveland Way 
National Trail at Filey Brigg, to encourage more walkers to programme in a few celebration and rest 
days at the end of their challenge.  
 
Added draws include Hunmanby village, Wold Top Brewery, and Spirit of Yorkshire Distillery.  
 
The coastal villages 
 
One of the strongest selling points for the coastal villages of Staithes, Runswick Bay, Robin Hoods 
Bay and other villages is that they are within the North York Moors National Park, and each has its 
own strong sense of place.  
 
In addition to its Captain Cook connections, visitors to Staithes enjoy fishing and boat trips nature-
spotting trips with Sean Baxter on All My Sons, and wildlife-watching with Three Sisters Sea Trips. 
Younger visitors come to spot film locations from CBBC’s Old Jack’s Boat.  
 
Staithes other key attraction is its draw for artists. Visitors come to enjoy the art galleries (Staithes 
Gallery, Staithes Studio Gallery and the Slipway Studio), paint, and see for themselves the inspiration 
for the Staithes Group. The Staithes Festival of Arts & Heritage has become an established and very 
popular part of the Staithes calendar.  
 
Robin Hood’s Bay is particularly well known for its ‘higgledy-piggledy houses and alleyways’ and its 
smuggling heritage. It fits in very well with the Smugglers and Explorers theme.  
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There are opportunities to find out more about this intriguing history through the Smugglers 
Treasure Hunt Trail, evening Ghost Walks, and Smugglers Tours. 
 
Robin Hood’s Bay’s other attractions include the Old Coastguard Station National Trust Visitor 
Centre, Robin Hood’s Bay Museum, dinosaur footprints on the foreshore and opportunities to hunt 
for fossils and explore rock pools. Events includes the folk weekend in June, Normafest Folk Music in 
January, Robin Hood’s Bay Victorian Weekend. 
 
Runswick Bay’s reputation as a calmer, less commercialised village, offering a quiet retreat and 
simple pleasures has recently been enhanced by the accolade of “Britain’s Best Beach” by The Times.   
 
Ravenscar’s history as the ‘town that never was’ entices visitors, together with the opportunity to 
see the seal colony. However, the latter should not be promoted until a viewing platform can be 
built to protect the seals.  
 
Hunmanby, sitting on the edge of the Yorkshire Wolds is a delightful village and a perfect destination 
base whilst enjoying walking within the Yorkshire Wolds and on the Cleveland Way.  The village is 
growing and offers some amazing food and drink venues including Wold Top Brewery and Spirit of 
Yorkshire distillery.  
 
The Yorkshire coast has a growing reputation as a place to come to enjoy outdoor activities including 
cycling, walking, wildlife-watching, foraging, responsible fossil-hunting, coasteering, watersports 
(swimming, paddle boarding, kayaking, sailing, and surfing) which could be enhanced by more overt 
promotion.  
 
Inland moorland areas 
 
Scarborough Borough is most associated with its coastal resorts and villages, yet a significant part of 
the Borough is made up of the inland moorland area including villages such as Goathland, Grosmont, 
Glasidale, and Danby. More needs to be made of these attractive villages, large swatches of unspoilt 
countryside, and excellent walking routes, working with the North York Moors National Park.  
 
There are opportunities to promote walks and railway journeys on the Esk Valley and North 
Yorkshire Moors Railways, to develop more nature and wildlife tourism, and to continue to develop 
and promote outdoor activities.  
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Action Plan to implement the Visitor Economy Strategy (TBC) 
 

Action point  Action 
lead 

Timescale 

   
 
Place making and infrastructure improvements 
 

  

Identify the capital regeneration projects which will still go ahead (post 
Covid-19 and any budgetary restrictions), which can have a positive 
impact on the visitor economy. Champion and support these projects 
and provide appropriate advance information and publicity so tourism 
businesses can increase the benefit from such projects 
 

  

Identify a programme of activity to enhance the Scarborough visitor 
experience, including litter reduction, toilet provision, counteract 
seagull issues, improve sign posting, and parking provision, using the 
400 year anniversary as the deadline and catalyst for activity 
 

  

Consider how empty properties can be made less unsightly and/or used 
as display space, to signpost other attractions, or showcase local 
history, landscapes and nature 
 

  

Identify visitor management measures to ease traffic issues and 
overcrowding and improve visitor flow in Whitby 
 

  

Use digital solutions where appropriate to enhance the visitor 
experience, spread visitors to reduce over-crowding, animate areas to 
increase dwell time, and extend the season 
 

  

Continue to work to develop walking and cycling provision, with 
appropriate infrastructure developments and way marking 
 

  

Continue to encourage investment in rail services and work with train 
operators to promote train travel into the borough 
 

  

Continue to lobby for improvements to the A64 access route 
 

  

Undertake environmental improvements to sites that are detrimental 
to the image of the destination 
 

  

Continue to achieve ‘Green Flag” status for 4 parks in Filey, 
Scarborough and Whitby, ongoing maintenance to open spaces, floral 
displays at key entry points and locations in town centres 
 

  

Ongoing investment to ensure main beaches meet “Blue Flag” 
standards 
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Identify how visitor flows can be improved, by managing demand, using 
technology where appropriate to encourage visitors to explore less 
crowded areas 
 

  
 

 
Employment and skills 
 

  

Create a network of tourism and hospitality employers to identify ways 
to collaborate on skills and staff issues, working with local education 
providers 
 

  

Upskill the workforce by working pro-actively with employers, and work 
with education establishments to create appropriate courses that meet 
industry needs 
 

  

Consider the creation of new programmes to help unemployed people 
into work 
 

  

Undertake information and promotion campaigns to raise awareness of 
apprenticeship programmes and show their relevance to small to 
medium sized businesses 
 

  

Create opportunities to showcase higher quality businesses, with local 
awards programmes and PR, alongside White Rose Awards and England 
in Excellence 
 

  

 
The Coast that Cares 
 

  

Identify training needs and suitable providers to create an ongoing 
programme of skills development for all businesses to create a 
reputation for ‘the Coast that Cares’ 
 

  

Work with the NYMNP to identify measures to reduce the impact of 
visitors on the environment, to create more awareness programmes to 
help businesses and visitors enjoy the area without detrimental impact, 
and to support conservation schemes 
 

  

Work with specialists to undertake access audits for all key locations, to 
identify what additional provision is necessary to make Scarborough 
borough more accessible to a broader range of visitors 

  

Support businesses to develop their own access audits and improve 
provision for all visitors 
  

  

 
Marketing and destination development 
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Focus marketing on a Long Tail approach, to attract more niche markets 
year round and spread the benefits of tourism to more destinations 
within the borough 
 

  

Prioritise marketing activities that focus on the markets and 
motivations described in the Strategy, with strong emphasis on staying 
visitors. Assume for the most part that day visitors and traditional 
markets are already aware of the popular resorts and attractions, and 
focus more attention on attracting newer, more aspirational, staying 
visitors, particularly out of season 

  

Use the VisitEngland domestic market segments as a base and 
undertake visitor research to find out more about existing visitors 
outside Scarborough and Whitby, and to determine motivational 
factors to attract newer visitors along the coast. 

  

Use the marketing themes of outdoors’ activities (including walking, 
cycling, watersports etc), nature and wildlife tourism, arts, culture and 
creativity, history and heritage, food and drink, screen and literary 
tourism, heritage railways and sports tourism.  

For each theme, carry out a full product audit  

  

Identify which organisations are best placed to lead on the 
development of products, experiences and marketing for each of the 
proposed themes. For example, SBC will be able to take the lead in 
family-friendly promotions, while the North York Moors National Park 
has skills and experience in the development and nature and wildlife 
tourism 
 

  

Create an annual calendar of marketing activity and messages that: 

- Appeal to each of the key market segments (so there is a 
specific market focus at different times), with matched selling 
points and relevant marketing messages for each 

- Takes accounts of the key motivations and reasons to visit, 
covering each at regular intervals 

- Showcases each of the different destinations (alternating 
destination focus) 

- Focuses on each of the proposed themes at appropriate times 
of the year, either in blocked promotions or split dates 

- Identifies reasons to visit during each month of the year 

Use this calendar for content creation on the website, in social media 
and for PR activities. Share this programme in advance with 
promotional partners and businesses to increase collaborative activity 

  

Continue to undertake PR activity to raise awareness of the whole of 
Scarborough borough, and to develop feature coverage. Consider how 
to work in collaboration with NYMNP’s own PR activity to avoid 
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duplication and extend reach, for example with SBC focusing on the key 
destinations of Scarborough, Whitby and Filey, and coastal areas 
outside the National Park, and NYMNP focusing on the moorland areas 
and the coastal villages 

Showcase the distinctive selling points of each individual destination, 
seeking to maintain and enhance the sense of place 

  

Create a strong social media campaign that uses the power of 
‘passionate persuaders’ (businesses, residents and visitors) to share 
experiences of Scarborough borough 
 

  

Start now to raise awareness of the potential for major events and 
celebrations themed around the 400 anniversary of Scarborough as the 
‘First Resort’, using 2026 as a date by which to complete revitalisation 
works and reposition Scarborough as a more aspirational destination 
 

  

Use a quality-first approach to all future promotion, highlighting the 
leading and best quality (in each category and sector so the highest 
quality campsites are as valid as highest quality hotels) provision to 
encourage more aspirational product development 
 

  

Consider how to enhance the sense of welcome at end points of the 
major walking and cycling routes, to give a stronger sense of 
celebration, and encourage longer rest stays 
 

  

Explore further ways to market the area for film tourism, and to 
encourage more use of Scarborough borough as a location by film and 
television companies 
 

  

Consider how to develop the Scarborough Fayre proposals and how to 
use arts and culture as a catalyst for more year-round visits 
 

  

Continue to work to position Scarborough borough as an excellent 
place to meet and do business. Consider what activities and 
experiences could be used to enhance the meeting experience, 
particularly in the ‘new normal’ when those working from home may be 
asked to gather more for team building and brainstorming exercises in 
different locations and venues. 

  

Work with Welcome to Yorkshire and other destinations to position 
Yorkshire as a business tourism destination  
 

  

Keep a watching brief on the international market. Participate in 
overseas’ marketing activity in partnership with other specialist 
agencies such as VisitBritain 
 

  

Create a group travel network and programme of activity to attract 
groups and the travel trade with neighbouring partners. Develop 
appropriate information and promotional activities to attract groups 
and the travel trade 
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Product development 
 

  

For each theme, identify what additional product development and 
packaging might be necessary to enhance the experience 
 

  

Carry out a full audit of all available accommodation, in each category 
to identify where are the opportunities for additional accommodation 
stock and the sectors which require additional promotion 
 

  

Use of technology: identify further opportunities to use technology to 
bring areas such as Peasholm Park alive and create more reasons to 
visit out of season. Consider the use of location technology to 
encourage day visitors to extend their stay into the evening, to increase 
expenditure on food and drink and drive revenue increases 
 

  

Work with the North York Moors National Park to exploit the increased 
interest in nature tourism, the environment and outdoor activities 
 

  

Explore opportunities to create more indoor attractions, particularly in 
Filey 
 

  

Ensure visitor information, good signage and visitor support is available 
in all key locations, offering a strong sense of welcome 
 

  

Make it easier for visitors to enjoy wellbeing experiences, or those that 
are good for mind, body and spirit 
 

  

Carry out a product audit to identify all the elements that could 
justifiably mark Scarborough borough out as the family friendly 
destination. Identify what skills development and marketing activity can 
be undertaken to enhance the visitor experience 
 

  

 
Events  
 

  

Develop a full events strategy, looking at how existing events can be 
further developed; what events could be used to animate quieter areas 
(where appropriate and desirable), how events can be used to extend 
the season, and what events could be used to enhance the themed 
promotional activity 
 

  

Consider how the Open Air Theatre programme can be further 
extended and used to continue to draw in new visitors, and increase 
revenue  
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Ensure the current events programme is more widely available, 
particularly for accommodation providers to use in their own marketing 
to increase the length of stay 
 

  

Use Scarborough’s heritage as the ‘First Resort’ to plan activities, events 
and promotions to celebrate its 400th anniversary in 2026. Consider 
how a nostalgic approach can be used to market Scarborough to new 
visits, using the arts and heritage 
 

  

 
Overcome seasonality 
 

  

Undertake an audit to identify which attractions, cafes, pubs and other 
services are open year-round, create a suitable listing and make 
available to accommodation providers. Ensure promotional activity 
supports the businesses that are open year-round. Once the audit has 
been completed, work with closed attractions and facilities to consider 
if they could extend their opening hours during the shoulder months, if 
accompanied by suitable promotional activity.  

  

Create a good library of copyright-free enticing and attractive out-of-
season photography, accessible for businesses to use to promote year-
round visits. 

  

Investigate inclusion of SBC businesses (outside the NYMNP) in the 
North York Moors Tourism Network’s Project Thrive and Off Peak 
Programme, which takes businesses step by step through a process to 
increase out of season revenue. It may be possible to extend this 
activity to business in the Borough who are outside the National Park.  

  

Continue to undertake research to establish the value and volume of 
the visitor economy. Commission primary research to understand more 
about visitor motivations and triggers for visits 
 

  

 
Collaboration and business support 
 

  

Identify project lead, responsibilities and activities for SBC and NYMNP 
for promotion and product development, to enhance collaboration, 
remove duplication and make better use of resources 
 

  

Work in collaboration with neighbouring authorities, the Yorkshire 
Coast BID and Welcome to Yorkshire to increase impact and avoid 
duplication of any activity 
 

  

Work with existing business networks to share information, collaborate 
on key activities and review progress  
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Ensure all businesses, business networks and promotional partners are 
aware of, and use agreed selling points for each distinct area, and work 
to enhance sense of place 
 

  

Consider how to help businesses develop appropriate experiences and 
different ways to enjoy the area, building on current trends 
 

  

Work in collaboration with businesses and neighbouring partners to 
capitalise on each theme and amplify messages 

  

Provide summaries of market research and intelligence, highlighting 
market trends to tourism businesses to help them stay ahead of 
competition 
 

  

Provide relevant imagery, films, copy, itineraries and themed 
information for business use 
 

  

Signpost to advice, funding and support where appropriate 
 

  

 
 

 


